Dr. Csaba Törő, Central and East European Studies Visiting Research Fellow
Associate professor of international relations and law at the Budapest College of Communication and Business, and senior research fellow at the Hungarian Institute of International Affairs

"In search of the effective representation and promotion of shared interests from Central Europe to the Baltic Sea: The emerging pattern of co-ordination between the Visegrad (V4) and the Baltic (B3) countries within the EU and beyond”

During recent years, a practice of closer co-operation has begun to take shape and become consolidated among the members on the eastern flank of the European Union. As an extension of its own experience of a concerted definition and the presentation of shared priorities, the Visegrad Group (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) started to arrange for co-ordination on a larger scale through consultations with the three Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) as another regional cluster of EU countries with presumably very similar interests in various issues. Several matters of common concern may be easily identified as probable areas of continued overlapping preferences both in the internal and the external dimensions of EU decision-making and policy implementation.

Tea and Coffee from 17.00

All Welcome

* for further details please contact
Prof Terry Cox, University of Glasgow 0141 330 2343 terry.cox@glasgow.ac.uk
Dr Irene McMaster, University of Strathclyde 0141 554 4905 irene.mcmaster@strath.ac.uk
Prof Martin Myant, University of West of Scotland 0141 848 3367 martin.myant@uws.ac.uk